
The answer is most people will have

stopped their habits six weeks into the New

Year, and mindset is one of the reasons

people stall in their healthy habits. Habits

have a habit of seeming impossible to

change, or just the way we are but a

mindset shift and some accountability can

help us stick to our goals. Below are just

some of the ways you can start shifting your

mindset about weight, smoking or drinking

alcohol.

Start with a SMART goal 

You will have heard it at work but do you

know this applies to your life too? SMART

means specific, measurable, realistic and

time-based goals. People can fall at this very

first hurdle when the goal isn’t clear and 

 expectations are unrealistic.

 

Visualise the goal

Self-belief and the capacity to visualise

yourself succeeding are crucial to success.

People usually either visualise themselves

failing or they don’t see themselves clearly

enough as a success.

Deal with self-esteem and self-

sabotage

Both of these will undermine any efforts to

succeed. You really need to affirm to

yourself that you DESERVE to achieve your

goal and you deserve, for example to

become a “happy, healthy non-smoker”.

Rehearse assertiveness and

rehearse succeeding in your

goal

When you rehearse in your mind

achieving your goal and saying no to

sugar, cigarettes or alcohol or to

biting your nails, you build your

confidence that you can do it and

you build the skill.

Social contracts

We are less likely to stumble in a

goal where we have applied some

accountability. Get a coach or

therapist to hold you accountable

or tell all your friends and family

about your goals.

 

Bite-sized success and reward

Don’t eat the elephant. Have tiny

steps in the direction of your goals

and reward yourself along the way.

When do people usually
give up on healthy habits
they set in January and
why?


